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Project Description

This University Transportation Center project was a matching grant for an American Iron & Steel Institute fellowship awarded to Dr. Michael G. Barker for work in steel bridge research. A student was selected to develop High Performance Steel bridge designs as alternates for a Missouri Department of Transportation conventional steel girder bridge. Eight designs were produced. The designs were examined by steel fabricators to develop a cost comparison. The results show that HPS has a promising future in steel bridges. Hybrid girder bridges were especially economical. This project was practical in nature and was meant to illustrate the benefits of HPS throughout the country. The following are reports, presentations and papers resulting from the combined fellowship and UTC project funding. The Missouri Department of Transportation is acknowledged for their support of this work.
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Barker, MG and Schrage, SD, “High Performance Steel Bridge Design and Cost Comparison,” submitted to Transportation Research Board for TRB annual meeting presentation and TRR publication.


